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We appreciate your time. Boasting of a campus designed by world-famous architect Louis Kahn, IIMA is on
the path to cement its place as the preeminent executive business education program in India. When I finished
my MSCh. Vivek: Hope prospective applicants find it useful. The application process also mandates a
thorough submission of personal, career and educational details, a few essays, and an interview. An exception
may be for CAs taking up the program to broaden their skills after getting some exposure in Equity earlier in
their career. None of the global programs can match that combination. At that time, I deferred B-school
program, which I believe is the one major mistake I have made in my life. MBA Crystal Ball: 15 years!
Another likely area is for CAs to become part of the Accounting team. Do note that in India, MBA degrees
can only be given by universities. Some say it is like comparing apples and oranges; which is partially true,
but we have undertaken the challenging task of sizing them against each other. Interestingly, IIMA treats any
experience over 2 years as being equivalent to just 2 years. Hire us to improve your chances of getting into the
top international universities. Another goal was to improve my strategic skills and reinvent my career for
senior management roles. Shortlisted candidates would be asked to submit two essays â€” the topics of which
will be announced along with the shortlisting for personal interviews. The skills needed are a combination of
deep financial skills and skills needed in Consulting roles. Essay 1 Describe your best day at work. After
filtering candidates through CAT and GMAT, a personal interview is conducted that is followed by a final
selection that takes into account academics and work experience, with a higher privilege given to academic.
Relatively few positions are likely to be open for Investment related roles. The facilities at IIM Ahmedabad
for families were very good, and my wife and kids also enjoyed the year we spent on campus. Any other
information that you believe may help us make a favorable decision on your application. On the other hand,
IIM represented students. BCG was missing in action. Describe the single event or achievement that has
significantly influenced your life. Since I already had an advanced degree and had spent a number of years in
USA, American B-schools were strong contenders.


